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� ‘Bisphenol A’ is investigated at THz
(0.2–2 THz) and FTIR (400–
4000 cm�1).
� Refractive index (0.2–2 THz) is almost

constant with an average value of
1.34.
� An absorption peak at 1.69 THz is

found and assigned by DFT.
� FTIR (400–4000 cm�1) spectra agree

with DFT except C–H and O–H
stretching freq.
� MOLVIB is used to rescale the

simulated frequencies to match
experimental values.
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The C–H and O–H stretching regions and corresponding simulated results.
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Time domain terahertz (0.2–2 THz) and FTIR (400–4000 cm�1) spectra of ‘Bisphenol A’ are presented. An
average refractive index of 1.34 from 0.2 to 2 THz and an absorption peak at 1.69 THz that is considered
as the twisting of aromatic rings with hydroxyl groups along the shared carbon atom are found. The sim-
ulated results by using density functional theory (DFT) with B3LYP 6-311++G (3df, 3pd), B3LYP 6-31G
(3df 3pd) and B3LYP 3-21G after anharmonic corrections are well agreed with the experimental results.
Furthermore, Pulay’s Method is adopted to overcome the incapability of DFT in describing C–H and O–H
stretching interactions to match with experimental values.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

A strip between the microwave and infrared region of electro-
magnetic spectrum is named as terahertz band spanning from
0.1 to 10 THz [1]. Terahertz time domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS)
has been applied tremendously in the fields of materials character-
ization [2–6]. Low frequency vibrations, refractive index and
dielectric character of molecule can be obtained from the THz-
TDS technique that could provide useful information about molec-
ular structure and properties [7,8].

‘Bisphenol A’ (BPA) is a widespread endocrine-disrupting chem-
ical used in the manufacturing of polycarbonate plastics and epoxy
resins such as food packaging industries. As a hormonally active
chemical BPA has been received increasing attention due to its high
potential risks for human exposure. The material is correlated to a
set of adverse health effects and may be a possible neurotoxin,
genotoxic, endocrine disruptor and carcinogen according to World
Health Organization [9–11]. ‘Bisphenol A’ has been studied by FTIR
spectroscopy but it focuses on the intermolecular hydrogen bond
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between poly-(3-hydroxybutyrate co-3-hydroxyvalerate) (PHBV)
and BPA blends [12]. It is essential to comprehensively investigate
the structure of BPA (see Fig. 1) which would be useful for detec-
tion and behavior of this molecule. In this study, THz-TDS and Fou-
rier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) are used to study the
low and high frequency vibrations of the BPA that may help to
understand the molecular structure and dynamics. Density func-
tional theory (DFT) is adopted to analyze the spectra from experi-
ments and they agree well with each other except C–H and O–H
stretching zones.

2. Experimental setup

An ultrafast Fiber Laser System (Near-Infrared System FemtoFi-
ber Pro NIR from TOPTICA Photonics) is used to generate femtosec-
ond laser pulses [13]. The THz setup is THz Time-Domain
Spectroscopy System [14] which is similar with the system used
in our previous work [15–17]. The THz emitter and detector is
low temperature grown Gallium Arsenide (LTG-GaAs) photocon-
ductive switch. Signal to noise ratio is more than 105: 1 at
0.4 THz. The whole setup is in a box and purged with dry air to
eliminate the relative humidity and temperature is maintained
around 23 �C.

3. Sample preparation

‘Bisphenol A’ CAS No, [80-05-7] is ground to very fine powder
and pressed homogeneously between two plates of polystyrene.
Refractive index and absorption coefficient of polystyrene is deter-
mined first with air as reference. Eq. (1) is used for refractive index
and Eq. (2) for absorption coefficient by setting np = 1. A nearly
constant refractive index of 1.58 and nearly zero absorption coeffi-
cient of polystyrene (0.2–2 THz) is calculated which is consistent
with the literature [18]. Thickness is determined by a digital
micrometer capable to measure the thickness up to 0.001 mm pre-
cision. Reference cell for ‘Bisphenol A’’ is prepared by joining two
polystyrene plates without any space in between.

4. Data analysis

Terahertz refractive index ‘nsample’ and absorption coefficient
asample of ‘Bisphenol A’ is calculated by Eqs. (1) and (2) respectively.
Fig. 1. Bisph
nsample ¼ 1þ ðuS �uRÞ
c
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ð1Þ
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Sample amplitude ‘Asample’, Reference amplitude ‘Areference’, sam-
ple phase ‘uS’ and reference phase ‘uR; are put from experimental
data after performing FFT on time domain traces in above formu-
lae. ‘x’ is angular frequency, ‘c’ is speed of light, ‘d’ is sample thick-
ness and ‘np’ is the refractive index of polystyrene whose value was
taken as 1.58. Error bars are showing 95% confidence interval cal-
culated from the standard deviation of the mean. Error bars are al-
most constant for the refractive index and minimum for absorption
coefficient in the range 0.2–1.08 THz. Error bars are large in the
high frequency range for absorption coefficient because of low sig-
nal to noise ratio caused by week input signal and large absorption
in high frequency region. Time domain reference and sample
pulses along with their FFTs are shown in Fig. 2. The signal is cutoff
before the first echoes before performing FFT.
5. DFT analysis

DFT calculations are carried out in Gaussian 09 package [19]
optimized to minimum and Ground State method B3LYP along
with 6-311G basis set [20] together with (3df, 3pd) and ++ diffuse
functions [21]. Three different configurations (DFT) B3LYP 6-
311++G (3df, 3pd), (DFT) B3LYP 6-31G (3df 3pd) and (DFT) B3LYP
3-21G are used. The calculated vibrational spectra are compared
with experimental results on the basis of which absorption peaks
are assigned to relevant molecular vibrations.
6. Results and discussion

As shown in Fig. 3, refractive index of ‘Bisphenol A’ is almost
constant from 0.2 to 2 THz with an average value of 1.34. Absorp-
tion coefficient has an average value of 16.18 cm�1 and an absorp-
tion peak from experiment at 1.69 THz was observed which is
associated to the twisting of its aromatic rings with hydroxyl
groups along the shared carbon atom (see Supplementary mate-
rial) revealed by DFT B3LYP 6-311G ++(3df 3pd) calculations at
1.6411 THz which agrees well with experimental value after scal-
ing with scale factor 1.0100 for low frequency vibrations calculated
by Andersson and Uvdal [22] to correct anharmonicity generally
enol A.



Fig. 2. (a) Time domain trace of reference which is two PS plates together without any space in between. (b) FFT of reference. (c) Time domain trace of Sample which is
‘Bisphenol A’ pressed between two PS plates. (d) FFT of sample.

Fig. 3. Refractive index and absorption coefficient of ‘Bisphenol A’ along with DFT
results with 3 different configurations (colors online). Numerical values have been
fixed to two decimal places. See Table 1 for detail.
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induced in DFT calculations. B3LYP 6-31G(3df 3pd) and B3LYP 3-
21G methods also agree at this frequency with a value of 1.63
THz but deviates significantly for other two vibrational modes in
this frequency range as shown in Table 1. However, two other pre-
dicted absorption peaks by DFT are absent in the experimental
absorption spectrum. As ‘Bisphenol A’ is a slightly polarized organ-
ic molecule, an abrupt decline of refractive index can be seen at the
frequency of absorption peak [23]. Hence BPA is detectible by Ter-
ahertz spectroscopy.

Furthermore, FTIR (400 – 4000 cm�1) spectrum is shown along
with DFT values in the Fig. 4. It is clear that DFT and experimental
values are reasonably in good agreement in the range 400–
1700 cm�1 after scaling with the scale factor of 0.9679 for
vibrational frequencies calculated by Andersson and Uvdal [22].
However, DFT values are deviating over a large extent from exper-
imental values in the C–H and O–H stretching zones showing the
limitation of DFT in describing such interactions. Although B3LYP
3-21G is giving the better match to experimental values for O–H
stretching frequencies but difference is still too high. Usual method
of least squares fit is used to find a common scaling factor [24] by
minimizing the difference,

D ¼
Xall

i

ðjwtheoretical
i �wexperimental

i Þ
2

ð3Þ

where ‘j’ is the required scale factor and ‘‘wtheoretical
i ’’ and’’

wexperimental
i ’’ are the ith theoretical harmonic and experimental fre-

quencies (cm�1). In the minimization process, high frequency vibra-

tions dominate the RMS (Root Mean Squares) and ultimately the
scale factor. Low frequencies contribute more to thermodynamic



Table 1
List of vibrational modes of ‘Bisphenol A’ predicted by three DFT calculations with different configurations in the range (0.2–2 THz).

Vibrational modes B3LYP 6-311G ++(3df 3pd) (THz) B3LYP 6-31G(3df 3pd) (THz) B3LYP 3-21G (THz)

1 1.0977 1.1275 0.7194
2 1.2939 1.2949 1.3290
3 1.6411 1.6267 1.6324

Fig. 4. FTIR and DFT spectra with 3 different configurations of ‘Bisphenol A’. Numerical values have been converted to whole numbers. See Table 2 for detail.
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processes than high frequencies, [25] so a least square fit of inverse
vibration frequencies is obtained to determine the scale factor for
low frequencies by minimizing the sum in Eq. (4).

Dlow ¼
Xall

i

1
jwtheoretical

i

� 1

wexperimental
i

 !2

ð4Þ

The method given in Eq. (3) determines the scale factor very
well for the frequencies given in the range 400–1700 cm�1 of
Fig. 4. However, because the deviations in region C–H and O–H
are not systematic, it is not effective for those absorption peaks
in those frequency regions. If we take DFT B3LYP 6-311G ++(3df
3pd) frequencies only from region C–H and O–H as given in Table 2
unscaled, it does not give the best fit and gives a slope (scale factor)
of 0.5426 which makes all the frequencies about half of their origi-
nal values showing the limitation of this method. This situation
suggests that multiple scale factors must be determined based on
different interactions between atoms.

Pulay et al. [26] introduced a formula to calculate scale factors
transferable between similar molecules subject to the condition
that suitable internal coordinates are chosen. If ‘Fx,y’ represent
un-scaled force constants, then

F 0x;y ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jxjy

p
Fx;y; ð5Þ
where ‘F 0x;y’ are scaled force constants and jx, jy are the scale fac-
tors. This method requires choosing suitable internal coordinates.
Internal coordinates of ‘Bisphenol A’ can be found in Supplementary
material.

MOLVIB program [27,28] was used, which uses the Pulay’s
method to rescale the calculated frequencies [29]. Internal coordi-
nates of ‘Bisphenol A’ (given in Supplementary material) are fed to
the MOLVIB by fixing all other scale factors except C–H and O–H
factors and as a result we can see in the Table 2, those frequency
modes along with the assigned DFT values (both scaled and un-
scaled) and potential energy distributions (PEDs) analysis which
is also done by MOLVIB. From the analysis, it is revealed that the
suitable scale factors (force constants) for C–H and O–H stretching
for B3LYP 6-31G (3df 3pd) are 0.91103 and 0.75834, for B3LYP 6-
311G ++ (3df 3pd) are 0.90814 and 0.75800 and for B3LYP 3-21G
are 0.89549 and 0.89686 respectively. O–H stretching frequencies
are now matching at marvelous accuracy while those for C–H
stretching are also in good agreement as given in Table 2.
7. Conclusion

We have determined refractive index with an average value of
1.34 and absorption coefficient with an average value of



Table 2
A comparison of FTIR observed frequencies in the OH and CH stretching zones along with DFT results with 3 different configurations both unscaled and scaled with MOLVIB
together with PED (%).

FTIR Observed (cm�1) B3LYP 6-311G ++(3df 3pd) (cm�1) (%) B3LYP 6-31G(3df 3pd) (cm�1) (%) B3LYP 3-21G (cm�1) (%)

2870 (3028.4)unscaled CH3a (59), CH3b (41) (3023.6)unscaled CH3a (59), CH3b (41) (3048.5)unscaled CH3a (71), CH3b (29)
(2887.5)scaled (2887.4)scaled (2886.5)scaled

2870a (3033.6)unscaled CH3b (59), CH3a (41) (3028.7)unscaled CH3b (59), CH3a (41) (3053.8)unscaled CH3b (71), CH3a (29)
(2892.8)scaled (2892.7)scaled (2892.0)scaled

2933 (3093.1) unscaled CH3a (57), CH3b (42) (3088.2)unscaled CH3a (55), CH3b (44) (3115.2)unscaled CH3a (63), CH3b (36)
(2944.9) scaled (2945.1)scaled (2944.8)scaled

2964 (3097.9) unscaled CH3b (56), CH3a (44) (3093.4)unscaled CH3a (46), CH3b (53) (3119.8)unscaled CH3b (60), CH3a (40)
(2950.0)scaled (2950.6)scaled (2949.2)scaled

2975 (3104.1)unscaled CH3a (77), CH3b (22) (3098.6)unscaled CH3a (73), CH3b (26) (3128.3)unscaled CH3a (67), CH3b (32)
(2955.8)scaled (2955.1)scaled (2956.3)scaled

2975a (3105.4)unscaled CH3b (79), CH3a (20) (3100.4)unscaled CH3b (75), CH3a (24) (3130.0)unscaled CH3b (71), CH3a (29)
(2957.0)scaled (2957.2)scaled (2959.3)scaled

3337 (3833.1)unscaled OH (100) (3832.8)unscaled OH (100) (3521.4)unscaled OH (100)
(3336.6)scaled (3336.7)scaled (3335.6)scaled

3337a (3834)unscaled OH (100) (3833.3)unscaled OH (100) (3522.1)unscaled OH (100)
(3337.4)scaled (3337.3)scaled (3338.4)scaled

a Multiple assignment.
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16.18 cm�1 of ‘Bisphenol A’ in the range (0.2–2 THz). An absorption
peak was found at 1.69 THz which is associated to the twisting of
aromatic rings with hydroxyl groups along the shared carbon atom
revealed by DFT calculations. FTIR (400–4000 cm�1) spectrum con-
forms well to DFT calculated frequencies except C–H and O–H
stretching regions. We have also used Pulay’s method employed
by MOLVIB to overcome the flaw of DFT in describing the stretch-
ing interaction of Hydrogen with Carbon and Oxygen.
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